
 

WEEK TOPIC DETAIL

1 Introductions
Aims and objectives; curriculum review; onboarding in the Programme; your 
shopping list; introductions

2 Your recall system as a marketing activity
Communication in the COVID environment; selling the benefits of regular 
attendance; the Virtual Dental Health Assessment; the power of the Smile Wishlist; 
special notes for orthodontic practices

3 Effective and Responsible use of social media
Channels - were you should be seen; Content - what you should be saying; Reviews - 
why, where and when?

4 A website that earns a living The sticky home page; videos; free downloads; virtual consultations

5 Blogs/vlogs and podcasts Why bother?; Channels - where to be read, heard and seen; Content - what to say

6 Newsletters
Content - what to say; Audiences - who to say it to; Platform - how to say it; GDPs - 
what to say to your referrers

7 The Daily Huddle
Why bother?; Why the Daily Huddle is an integral part of your marketing and TCO 
process; how to avoid the boring huddle

8 The End of Treatment Review in the year of COVID
Why the EOTR is the meeting place of marketing and TCO; what to say in an EOTR; 
using visual communication in the year of COVID

9 An introduction to the role of the TCO
The benefits of having a TCO in the team; the skills and characteristics of a successful 
TCO; the TCO job description

10 Patient and pipeline management
The TCO daily task list; the TCO weekly task list; a review of the best CRM/pipeline 
software; maintaining a sales pipeline

11 Compliance
Ensuring you perform to GDC standards; working with your dentists to avoid patient 
complaints and what to do if they happen 

12 Preparation for your role as TCO
Resources and evidence; the TCO consult room - layout and equipment; TCO 
telephony/video and communications skills

13 Patient Communication
Building rapport; effective questioning; empathetic listening; establishing desired 
outcomes; identifying trigger events; managing expectations; using technology to 
communicate

14 Presenting Treatment Plans
Using technology, not print media; creating a virtual patient experience; answering 
concerns and objections; talking confidently about money; gaining consent

15 Getting ready for 2021
Setting marketing and TCO goals for 2021; removing tolerations and obstacles; 
identifying your unique abilities; putting together the resources you will need; Q&A 
and a celebration!
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